Introduction {#s1}
============

Measuring local cone and rod function of the human retina still remains a methodologic challenge. Regarding cone function, classical visual field performance is the gold standard in clinical daily routine, but is vulnerable to the subjects\' compliance due to its subjective character and losses in validity with increasing visual impairment. Multifocal electroretinography is another method currently applied for testing central local cone function, but requires accurate fixation, which is challenging with increasing visual impairment[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b01] and/or low compliance. Another attempt to measure the integrity of foveal cones is to use the optical Stiles-Crawford effect.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b02] Estimating local rod function is even more difficult; to our knowledge no objective test is available currently for that purpose. Dark-adapted chromatic perimetry has potential, but also shortcomings due to its subjective and extremely time-consuming character and its dependency on an accurate fixation.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b03]

Using pupillary responses to light stimulation provides an easy, rapid, noncontact, and most importantly, an objective method to estimate retinal function. In healthy human subjects, pupillary light responses are composed of responses from rods (rhodopsin-driven), S-/M-/L-cones (opsin-driven), and intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs; melanopsin-driven). By presenting light stimuli of varying intensity, duration, and wavelength, combined with specific backgrounds (e.g., rod-suppressing background) and adaptation conditions, it is possible to stimulate rods, cones, or ipRGCs, even if a strict separation currently is not yet feasible (see prior review[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b04]). Several clinical studies have proven the suitability of chromatic pupillography to detect changes in specific ophthalmologic disorders, ranging from impaired ipRGC function in glaucoma,[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b05][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b06][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b07][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b08]--[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b09] age-related macular degeneration,[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b10][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b11]--[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b12] diabetes,[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b13],[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b14] and seasonal affective disorders[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b15] to reduced rod/cone function with enhanced ipRGC function in hereditary rod-cone dystrophies. In retinitis pigmentosa, pupillary responses still are recordable, even in patients with extinguished electroretinography recordings.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b16],[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b17] Furthermore, protocols for chromatic pupillography have been developed for the objective assessment of efficacy in gene therapy in patients with *CNGA3*-linked achromatopsia.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b18]

In contrast to a full-field stimulation, which was applied in all the aforementioned studies, pupil campimetry enables the examination of local function of the retina by specifically designed stimulation paradigms at different locations of the visual field.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b19][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b20][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b21][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b22][@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b23]--[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b24] We recently presented a new device for chromatic pupil campimetry (CPC) with implemented gaze tracking, which allows for precise retinotopic stimulation regardless of fixation problems, thereby overcoming one of the most relevant drawbacks of pupil campimetry.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b25]

In the present study of healthy subjects, we introduced two pupillary stimulus protocols, suitable for clinical application, that assess the local functionality of either rods or cones. Additionally, we investigated the intraindividual test--retest variability, and the effect of stimulus eccentricity from the fovea on the pupillary responses, which is not yet sufficiently understood. Skorkovská et al.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b26] demonstrated a clear reduction of the pupillary constriction amplitude in the peripheral compared to the central retina to white stimulation; however, such an "eccentricity effect" could not be observed by Joyce et al.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b27] under dark-adapted conditions comparing pupillary responses at 0° and 20° of retinal eccentricity.

To date, to our knowledge no systematic investigation of the distribution pattern of pupillary responses to local retinal stimulation, favoring either rods or cones, has been presented; thus, this study is the first to address this fundamental question.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Participants and Ethics {#s2a}
-----------------------

A total of 14 adult healthy subjects (4 males, 10 females; mean age, 34 ± 11 standard deviation \[SD\] years) volunteered to participate in the study after detailed information was provided and written informed consent had been given. The study was approved by the local institutional ethics committee and followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants underwent an ophthalmologic examination to exclude any possible interfering pathology. The ophthalmologic examination included visual acuity, swinging-flashlight test, slit-lamp examination, fundus ophthalmoscopy, 30° visual field examination (static automatic strategy, Octopus 101 or 900; Haag-Streit International, Wedel, Germany) and optical coherence tomography (Spectralis-OCT; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Germany) of the macular region.

Chromatic Pupil Campimetry (CPC) {#s2b}
--------------------------------

The basic setup and software of our pupil campimeter have been described in detail previously.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b25] The CPC setup used an OLED-monitor (Samsung/LG OLED 55C7V) for stimulus presentation, at a fixation distance of 40 cm from the subject\'s eye (campimetry = stimulus presentation on a flat monitor with stimulus size correction for distance; perimetry = stimulus presentation on a hemisphere bowl). An infrared camera recorded the pupil diameter continuously with a temporal resolution of 10 ms. The examination was performed in a completely dark and quiet room. The subject was seated comfortably in front of the monitor using a combined chin- and headrest for stabilization. A central dim fixation mark at the monitor supported a steady fixation. Furthermore, using gaze-tracking, the software automatically corrected subtle eye movements, ensuring a retinotopic stimulus presentation, which is particularly important in subjects with central impaired vision or mild-to-moderate nystagmus. Before the actual experiment, a short calibration using a fixation mark in each quadrant was performed to ensure a reliable individual gaze-tracking.

In this study, we randomly selected and measured one eye per participant. For the test, one eye was patched, while the other eye was stimulated and the respective direct pupillary response was measured. [Figure 1](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f01){ref-type="fig"} shows a sketch of the CPC setup with exemplary results from a healthy subject.

![Pupil campimetry setup. Stimulus presentation on an OLED monitor (A). Examiner\'s monitor with stimulation details and pupil tracking (B). Result from a normal subject; cone protocol (C). The size of the squares represents the amplitude of pupil constriction after the respective local light stimulation. Color scale indicates deviation from mean of the group from green to red.](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f01){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f01}

Stimuli were presented at different locations within the 30° central visual field and were adjusted in size, intensity, color and duration. Background illumination and adaptation status of the retina were likewise selected according to the specific protocols. Each location was tested two (ConeProt) or four (RodProt) times and the mean value of the pupillary responses was calculated. In case of strong artefacts (e.g., severe blinking during stimulus presentation), the stimulus was repeated automatically. To ensure a stable baseline for each stimulus, stimuli were repeated if at least 90% of the initial pupil diameter was not reached. The examination per protocol lasted approximately 6 to 8 minutes, depending on the used protocol and the subjects\' compliance (e.g., blinking).

Pupillographic Protocols {#s2c}
------------------------

### Cone-Favoring Protocol (ConeProt) {#s2c1}

After 5 minutes of adaptation time to a dim blue background (0.01 cd/m^2^~;~ wavelength 460 nm ± 30 nm full width at half maximum \[FWHM\]; ≙ 2.1 × 10^−8^ Watt) for the partial saturation of rods without reducing the baseline diameter too much, red stimuli were presented on the same dim blue background on a total of 41 locations from central (0°) to 30° eccentricity in a randomized order (baseline period, 500 ms; stimulus radius, 3°; stimulus duration, 1 second; stimulus intensity, 60 cd/m^2^; stimulus wavelength, 620 ± 30 nm FWHM; ≙ 1.7 × 10^−5^ Watt; interstimulus interval, 4 seconds; two repetitions per location).

### Rod-Favoring Protocol (RodProt) {#s2c2}

The ConeProt subsequently was followed by a dark-adaptation time of 20 minutes. Then, dim blue stimuli were presented at 33 locations within the central 30° of the visual field in a randomized order (baseline period, 500 ms; stimulus radius, 5°; stimulus duration, 100 ms; stimulus intensity, 0.01 cd/m^2^; stimulus wavelength, 460 ± 30 nm FWHM; ≙ 2.1 × 10^−8^ Watt; interstimulus time, 2 seconds; four repetitions per location).

Adaptation and stimulus conditions of the different protocols can be seen in chronological order in [Figure 2](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f02){ref-type="fig"}. The whole experiment lasted approximately 45 minutes.

![Chronological order of the experiment consisting of two pupillographic protocols with one stimulus location exemplified and background adaptation periods.](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f02){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f02}

Statistics {#s2d}
----------

Measurements and evaluations were performed in left eyes of 10 subjects and in right eyes of four subjects. The pupillary responses of all measured right eyes were mirror-converted to left eyes to control for temporal-nasal consistency. Artefact elimination was done by detecting eye blinks based on the change in standard deviation and removed by a linear interpolation (for more details see the study of Stingl et al.^25^).

Data are presented in absolute values (absolute pupil diameter in millimeters) and normalized to the baseline pupil diameter (relative pupil constriction amplitude to baseline in percent) using [Equation 1](#tvst-08-06-04-e01){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\begin{document}\newcommand{\bialpha}{\boldsymbol{\alpha}}\newcommand{\bibeta}{\boldsymbol{\beta}}\newcommand{\bigamma}{\boldsymbol{\gamma}}\newcommand{\bidelta}{\boldsymbol{\delta}}\newcommand{\bivarepsilon}{\boldsymbol{\varepsilon}}\newcommand{\bizeta}{\boldsymbol{\zeta}}\newcommand{\bieta}{\boldsymbol{\eta}}\newcommand{\bitheta}{\boldsymbol{\theta}}\newcommand{\biiota}{\boldsymbol{\iota}}\newcommand{\bikappa}{\boldsymbol{\kappa}}\newcommand{\bilambda}{\boldsymbol{\lambda}}\newcommand{\bimu}{\boldsymbol{\mu}}\newcommand{\binu}{\boldsymbol{\nu}}\newcommand{\bixi}{\boldsymbol{\xi}}\newcommand{\biomicron}{\boldsymbol{\micron}}\newcommand{\bipi}{\boldsymbol{\pi}}\newcommand{\birho}{\boldsymbol{\rho}}\newcommand{\bisigma}{\boldsymbol{\sigma}}\newcommand{\bitau}{\boldsymbol{\tau}}\newcommand{\biupsilon}{\boldsymbol{\upsilon}}\newcommand{\biphi}{\boldsymbol{\phi}}\newcommand{\bichi}{\boldsymbol{\chi}}\newcommand{\bipsi}{\boldsymbol{\psi}}\newcommand{\biomega}{\boldsymbol{\omega}}\begin{equation}\tag{1}amplitud{e_{rel}}\left( t \right) = {{baseline - amplitud{e_{absolute}}\left( t \right)} \over {baseline}}*100\end{equation}\end{document}$$

The baseline pupil diameter was calculated as the mean of the 500 ms prestimulus time.

Primary pupillary outcome parameters were the maximal constriction amplitudes for each stimulus location. Topologies of the relative pupil constriction amplitudes were created to visualize the pattern of distribution in relation to the eccentricity from the center.

Additionally, the latency to constriction onset was calculated by fitting a line to the linear part of the pupillographic curves between 400 and 600 ms after stimulus onset for each recording and intersecting it with the baseline.

Coefficient of Repeatability (CoR) values were calculated to determine the range of repeatability and reproducibility at all stimulation locations.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b28]

To test the overall test--retest reliability of the method, we used intraclass correlation.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b29],[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b30] All analyses were performed in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).

Results {#s3}
=======

Baseline Pupil Diameter {#s3a}
-----------------------

During the cone condition, mean baseline pupil diameter was 6.1 ± 0.8 mm (mean ± SD). During the rod condition after dark-adaptation, mean baseline pupil diameter was 6.7 ± 0.7 mm.

Maximal Constriction Amplitude and Pattern of Distribution (Eccentricity Effect) {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the ConeProt, the maximal constriction amplitude was most pronounced in the center of the retina (1.65 ± 0.4 mm; 26.8% ± 6.3%) with a hill-shaped decrease with increasing eccentricity from the fovea ([Figs. 3A](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f03){ref-type="fig"}, [4A](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f04){ref-type="fig"}).

![Averaged pupillary responses over all subjects (n = 14) for the cone (A) and rod (B) protocols. The left column shows the averaged absolute values of the maximal constriction amplitudes. The size of the squares represents the amount of pupil constriction (in mm) after the respective local light stimulation. The right column shows the raw data of one exemplary pupillographic trace (upper right column). Stimulus presence is indicated as shaded red (cone) or blue (rod) areas. The location of that exemplary trace is marked by a black square on the scatter plot on the left side. The averaged relative pupillary traces corrected for baselines and sorted by their eccentricity from the center with 0° to 30° are presented in the lower right column.](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f03){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f03}

![Topology of pupillary responses (relative pupil constriction amplitude in percent from baseline) for cone- (A) and rod- (B) favoring stimulations; average over all subjects (n = 14).](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f04){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f04}

For the RodProt, the maximal constriction amplitude was expectedly smaller (center, 0.89 ± 0.25 mm; 13.5% ± 4.5%) with a distinct pattern of distribution, lacking the central peak of the cone-favoring pupillary responses ([Figs. 3B](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f03){ref-type="fig"}, [4B](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f04){ref-type="fig"}).

Latency to Constriction Onset {#s3c}
-----------------------------

A comparison of the results of cone- versus rod-specific stimulation revealed a shorter latency to constriction onset for cones than for rods. For the ConeProt, mean latency to constriction onset was 277 ± 25 ms (range, 222--334 ms) with increasing latencies to more peripheral stimuli. For the RodProt, mean latency to constriction onset was 372 ± 13 ms (range, 340--390 ms) with similarly increasing latencies to more peripheral stimuli ([Fig. 5](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f05){ref-type="fig"}).

![Latency to constriction onset. Maps of the stimulated 30° visual field. The color bar codes for the latency time (in ms) of pupillary responses to local stimulation favoring cones (A) or rods (B).](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f05){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f05}

Reliability and Repeatability of Cone and Rod Driven Pupil Responses {#s3d}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the overall test--retest reliability of the method, we used intraclass correlation (ICC). Mean value of ICC at the different stimulation locations was 0.75 ± 0.11 (range, 0.44--0.92) for ConeProt and 0.84 ± 0.08 (range, 0.62--0.96) for RodProt. The ICC did not indicate any specific differences of the reliability over the different test locations in both protocols.

The CoR were calculated according to the proposal from Bland and Altman[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b27] per stimulus location and separated for the cone and rod protocols. They served to estimate the range of repeatability and reproducibility at all stimulation locations. Mean CoR value of all stimulus locations was 8.6% ± 1.7% for ConeProt and 5.9% ± 1.2% for RodProt. This means that the observed change in the pupillary responses in the test--retest data was less than the reported CoR value for 95% of the subjects. Or conversely, for example during clinical application in the follow-up examination of a patient, a change in the pupillary retest responses that exceeds these CoR values has a probability of 95% to be a genuine change.

Proof of Concept of the Protocols in Hereditary Retinal Degenerations {#s3e}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As a proof of concept of the photoreceptor-specific stimulation of our protocols, we examined exemplarily two patients lacking cell-specific retinal neurons: one patient suffering from retinitis pigmentosa with confirmed *PDE6A*-mutations ([Fig. 6](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f06){ref-type="fig"}) and one patient with achromatopsia with confirmed *CNGA3*-mutation ([Fig. 7](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f07){ref-type="fig"}). The first patient with absent rod function and impaired cone function revealed impaired responses to the central 15° of the visual field to ConeProt and no pupillary responses to RodProt. The patient with achromatopsia with nonfunctioning cones showed preserved responses to RodProt, and severely impaired responses to ConeProt, while these responses showed "rod-typical" time dynamics with a latency to constriction onset of 355 ms (rod protocol, 341 ms); thus, probably reflecting rod responses.

![Exemplary pupillary responses for a patient suffering from retinitis pigmentosa with confirmed PDE6A-mutations with concentrically impaired cone responses to the central 15° of the visual field (A) and absent rod function (B). The size of the squares in the scatter plot on the left represents the amplitude of pupil constriction after the respective local light stimulation. Color scale indicates deviation from the mean of the healthy group from green to red. The right column shows the raw data of one exemplary pupillographic trace (upper right column). Stimulus presence is indicated as shaded red (cone) or blue (rod) areas. The location of that exemplary trace is marked by a black square on the scatter plot on the left side. The averaged relative pupillary traces corrected for baselines and sorted by their eccentricity from the center with 0° to 30° are presented in the lower right column.](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f06){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f06}

![Exemplary pupillary responses for a patient suffering from achromatopsia with confirmed CNGA3-mutations showing severely impaired responses to the cone protocol following "rod-typical" time-dynamics (A) and preserved responses to the rod protocol (B). The size of the squares in the scatter plot on the left represents the amplitude of pupil constriction after the respective local light stimulation. Color scale indicates deviation from the mean of the healthy group from green to red. The right column shows the raw data of one exemplary pupillographic trace (upper right column). Stimulus presence is indicated as shaded red (cone) or blue (rod) areas. The location of that exemplary trace is marked by a black square on the scatter plot on the left side. The averaged relative pupillary traces corrected for baselines and sorted by their eccentricity from the center with 0° to 30° are presented in the lower right column.](i2164-2591-8-6-19-f07){#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f07}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We addressed the clinically relevant methodologic lack of testing rod and cone function of the human retina topographically. Its clinical relevance is particularly evident, since the development of new techniques to restore some vision in severely visually-impaired patients. For example, in gene therapy trials, an unmet goal remains how to measure the remaining rod and cone morphology precisely and their function objectively in a severely degenerated retina before and after treatment.

We demonstrated that CPC as a diagnostic tool is able to provide information about local retinal function in an objective manner. The easy and noncontact characteristic of the method, together with the developed short-lasting protocols, either favoring the stimulation of rods or cones, renders CPC a clinically applicable method that can fill the gap of a missing objective evaluation of photopic and scotopic retinal function in humans. The implemented gaze-tracking ensures a retinotopic precise stimulation regardless of fixation difficulties.

Our results provided a systematic examination on the pattern of distribution and effect of eccentricity of pupillary responses to local retinal stimulation favoring either rods or cones and revealed a remarkably distinct topology of pupillary responses for the cone-specific and rod-specific stimulations ([Fig. 4](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f04){ref-type="fig"}). For both stimulation paradigms, the maximal constriction amplitude was most pronounced in the center, but it was expectedly stronger for cones (ConeProt, 26.8% ± 6.3%; RodProt, 13.5% ± 4.5%; [Fig. 3](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f03){ref-type="fig"}).[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b31] For cone-favoring stimulation, the constriction amplitudes, as a marker of sensitivity, showed a conspicuous hill-shaped topology with a symmetric decline with increasing eccentricity from the fovea. These results are in accordance with recent measurements of the distribution of cone density in adult healthy retinas using adaptive optics flood illumination.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b32] Legras et al.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b32] reported an approximately 50% reduction of cone density from 2° to 6° of eccentricity. Our data also matched with the term "hill of vision," which is used in standard visual perimetry to characterize the decreasing visual sensitivity under photopic conditions from the fovea to periphery.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b33] However, in the RodProt, we observed a distinct pattern of a flatter, more homogeneous distribution, lacking the central peak of the ConeProt pupillary responses, and more specifically, only showing a minor peak within the central 10°. This profile is not representative of the rod cell distribution; however, we considered that the neuronal connectivity between rods and bipolar cells possibly contributed to the observed results. Our results provided an explanation for different findings regarding eccentricity effects under photopic and scotopic stimulation conditions due to different photoreceptor contributions, unifying results from previous studies.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b26]--[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b27] These distinct photoreceptor-specific patterns could not be observed in a multifocal pupillographic approach. However, due to huge methodologic differences, it is hard to compare these two studies.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b34]

The latency to constriction onset was faster for cones (277 ± 25 ms) than for rods (372 ± 13 ms), confirming complementary results for pupil campimetry with previous general statements.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b35] The slower onset of the rod responses seems not to be related to the maximum size of pupillary constriction. For example, latency to constriction onset for central rods was much slower than for peripheral cones, although their amplitudes of constriction were similar in dimension.

It is well-known that pupillary responses underlie a certain intra- and interindividual variability. The intraclass correlation to test the overall test--retest reliability of the method, and the determination of the CoR confirmed a satisfactory reproducibility between two measurements of one subject, particularly for the RodProt where four repetitions per stimulus location were averaged (ConeProt two repetitions).

As a proof of concept of our developed protocols, we presented pupillary responses from two patients lacking opposite photoreceptor cell types. The first patient suffered from retinitis pigmentosa, a hereditary rod-cone dystrophy, due to *PDE6A*-mutations. The *PDE6A-*gene encodes the *α*-subunit of the rod photoreceptor cGMP-specific phosphodiesterase of the rod phototransduction cascade.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b36] The absent rod function and impaired cone function with a concentrically affected decrease to the central 15° of the visual field could be depicted precisely by pupil campimetry ([Fig. 6](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f06){ref-type="fig"}). As in the central visual field the pupillary response in ConeProt was preserved but, in the same position, the response in RodProt was totally absent, it demonstrated a strong photoreceptor-specific targeting achieved by our stimulus protocols. If this was not the case and, for instance, our rod-favoring stimuli led to substantial contribution from cones, then the pupillary responses to RodProt would not be negligible at the center.

This effective separation of rod function represents an important progress in comparison to stimulation paradigms under mesopic conditions with an unavoidably mixed stimulation of rods and cones.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b23],[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b37]

By contrast, achromatopsia is characterized by nonfunctioning cones, in our patient induced by *CNGA3*-mutations encoding the *α*-subunit of the cyclic nucleotide-gated cation channel in cone photoreceptors leading to impairment in the cone phototransduction cascade, while rods are essentially preserved.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b38] As expected our results showed preserved responses to RodProt ([Fig. 7](#i2164-2591-8-6-19-f07){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, pupillary responses to ConeProt were not absent, but showed severely impaired responses with "rod-typical" time dynamics with a latency to constriction onset of 355 ms (RodProt, 341 ms). We assumed that these pupillary responses reflect rod contributions based on hypersensitive rods lacking the physiologic inhibiting cone signals in achromatopsia. Similar findings could be observed for chromatic pupillography to full-field stimulation in a larger group of *CNGA3*-achromatopsia patients.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b18]

There are limitations to our study. We are aware of the fact that the introduced protocols are a compromise between clinical applicability and currently known pure fundamental psychophysical features of human photoreceptors in complex laboratory conditions. With the used, relatively dim, background illumination, no full rod saturation can be expected, but a high-irradiance background would unavoidably lead to a strongly reduced baseline diameter without sufficient capability of a further constriction range to superimposed stimuli. Nevertheless, as the results of mean pupillary baseline diameter and maximal constriction amplitudes for ConeProt suggested enough range left before reaching the anatomical limits for constriction, we may slightly increase the background illumination in future applications. Likewise, as RodProt shows a higher precision compared to ConeProt, we plan to increase the number of repetitions per stimulus location for ConeProt in future applications. In this study, we did not examine the local function of ipRGCs as the OLED monitor could not provide optimal stimulation characteristics recommended for ipRGCs.[@i2164-2591-8-6-19-b04] The focus of the study was on local photoreceptor function of the outer retina. Additional testing of local function of ipRGCs (inner retina) would definitely be worth addressing in future studies with methodologic improvement.

In conclusion, gaze-controlled CPC enables to test local rod and cone function in an objective manner and reveals pupillary responses as clinical read-outs for photoreceptor-specific patterns of distribution over the retina in healthy subjects.
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